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A NEW UPPERMOST LIMIT OF SAPROPELIC SEQUENCE DEPOSITION IN THE AEBEAN SEA 

G. C . ANASTASAKIS 

National Centre of Marine Research, Aghios Kosmas, Hellinikon (Greece) 

Precir,_s ;.sr:Z An~~t8S:3kis and S~'Ftley (1986) has estaolis\"".i th·c i~,>ckp.h 

line:; b~:Jc,.: wh.~c-h the uppe~;nc;:;t, ba.sin-Wid.e Eastern Mediterr-er.sar-- s'3.;,

r~pE:1. (··lie) seque;1ce Si wes d-?posited across the entire basi.c.In th.::· 

dep~:'s~L-icr, in th.is mcrgLPa1 sea. 

Cor-::-.:; rc-..vvere.~ fro:r! the North Aeg£:.:j_:t Thenn3ikos gulf shelf--break regLon. 

(cure:, Tl?.c·d T2 in Fig. 1) ar1d the Saron.ikos shelf (core S~R-l in Fig.l) 

revc:a:c:d the exis~er.ce of sapropelic sequences at much sha.llo\-.·sr d'=f!~.hs 

tioa'i pre·cio:"sly kr1own. B0th the Thermaikos gulf cores display a sl.r,i.lar 

sap rope 1 ic sequence de> elopment: a grelsh mud passing into a ye l1 ow grey 

orgaflic oc,7e becor,•ing darker upward and seperated from the ove,rlying 

olive-gr-ey saprope lie sediment by a more or less pronounced sharp cor,tac t. 

The latter member ,in turn,is t()pped by a light gr-eenish- grey ooze ard 

a pale yellowish orange oxidi.sed layer.Cores T1 and T2 were recovered 

from ~<3t~r depths 182m and 236m respectively.This lithofacies -associa

tions belong to one of the types of sapropelic se<:[uences described by 

Anastao,akis and Stanley (1984) .Core SAR-1 which was recovered at w3ter 

depth of 187m from the Saronikos gulf revealed a similar seaquence de-

The newly established uppermost depth of Sl deposition, of arour.d 180m, 

further suggests that during Sl deposition, bearing in mind the low sea 

level, the oxygenated waters water lowest limit would have been around 

lOOm in the Aegean Sea.The other interesting point is that both the 

sapropelic sequences from the gulfs of Thermaikos and Saronikos dis

play the same sequence development and similar organic carbon contents 
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Fig. I ; Location map and core logs of the , up to date, shallowest 

recovered cores containing the uppermost basin-wide sapropeiic seq-

ence Sl. The numt>ers along the margin of the legend indicate the basic 

lithofacies-members of the sequences: l=gr-ey hemipelagic mud, 2= or

ganic bo<:e ,- 3=saprope1 ic mud, 4= oxidised layer. 

despite the fact that they are located in areas with different oceaaog

raphic regimes: The Thermaikos gulf has received ,during the deglaciation 

an increased fresh water supply from both ,the important river outflow 

from the north and the infered Black Sea outflow .However the Thermaikos 

gulf Saf•ro;>elic sequence is quJ.te siwilar to its Saror1ikos gulf ec;c;i

valent which was further away from any important fresh water outflow. 
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ON THE ORIGIN AND GEOLOGICAL TYPE OF THE TUZLA SALT DEPOSIT IN YUGOSLAVIA. 

A TRACE ELEMENT STUDY OF NORTHUPITE AND HALITE 
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Marine saline deposits have been receiving considerable attention, their 
mineral assemblages in particular, ever since the classic studies of Van- t 
Hoff ( 1). Deposits of non-marine origin are generally less important from a 

1 

commercial point of view and have thus been subject to fewer systematic 

studies. 

The Tuzla salt deposit in the central part of Yugoslavia is the lar

gest rock salt deposit in the Balkan peninsula. It is of middle Miocene 
age and is a good example of the salt-dome type of deposit. In recent years 
a number of detailed geological, palaeontological, mineralogical and other 
investigations have been undertaken. However, there is as yet no unequivocal 
evidence as to the geological origin of the deposit. The three possibilities 

include: a) a marine type of deposit 
b) a salt-lake type of deposit 
c) a mixed, shallow-lagoon type of deposit which would presume 

temporary contact of the lagoon with the open sea 
. The two latter types are usually defined as non-marine deposits. 

In addition to the principal minerals halite, anhydrite, tl)enardi te and 

carnal i te, the assemblage comprises also several rare minerals such as nor
thupi te, nahcolite, proberti te and bradleyi te. Of these, northupi te is 
especially interesting with regard to its origin and formation. 
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Cl is a ra~e mineral, 
found in several places only, and Tuzla l.S one of the classJ.c occurences of 
northupite. Earlier investigators believed northupite to be a diagenetic 
feature and hence proposed chemical schemes for its formation. More recent 
studies have, however, indicated that northupi te probably forms by direct 
precipitation given favourable conditions, and can subsequently be incor
porated into lacustrine or marine sediments ( 2). 

In the Tuzla deposit northupi te occurs as megascopic octahedral crystals 
in a greenish-grey marl matrix. The purpose of our study was to establish 
whether data on the trace metal contents of northupi te and halite could 
provide some indication of their possible formation in a marine environment. 

Preliminary determinations of Cd, Pb, Cu and Zn levels and ratios in 

halite from various salt-beds of the deposit as well as in associated brines 
displayed a surprising correspondence to the concentrations of these heavy 
metals in seawater ( 3). This was regarded as a possible argument for the 
marine origin of the deposit. 

The trace element analysis of northupi te and halite was performed by 
inductively coupled argon-plasma atomic emission spectrometry ( ICPAES), 
this being a very sensitive analytical technique applicable for a wide 
range of elements. The results obtained are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Trace metal concentrations in northupi te and halite obtained 
by ICPAES (in ppm), and values for seawater ( 5) 

Northupite Halite Seawater ( 5) 

Ca 720 40 400 
Fe 1300 7 0.002 
Mn 45 0.5 0.0002 
Sr 20 12 80 
Ba 10 0.3 0.002 
Zn 15 0.005 
Cu 15 0.0005 

The results for northupi te show no direct correlation with heavy metal 
concentrations in seawater, the values for halite being

3
somewhat more re

presentative of a K factor of approximately 0.5-1 x 10 , indicating a pos
sible marine or sha~low-lagoon origin of the Tuzla. deposit. Northupi te, a 
complex mineral containing both the carbonate and chloride in its structure 
is probably an important adsorption agent for heavy metals in natural 
waters ( 4). Another probable cause for the change in trace element distribu
tion in the Tuzla northupi te are diagenetic transformation, this being in 

accordance with observed textural relations best explained by recrystaliza
tion after burial. 
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